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Suppressing the Mischief: New Work, Old Problems
Lisaf. Bernt
Introduction
The task of differentiating an employee from an independent
contractor has been the cause of some angst for generations. Such a
distinction has been an important threshold question for determining
coverage under labor and employment laws, in that employees are
generally covered by such laws, while independent contractors are
not.
Legislative definitions tend to be unhelpful, so courts have
utilized various tests to decide who is an employee. The most
commonly used tests are derived from common law agency principles,
developed long before the advent of contemporary labor law, that
determined whether a master was liable to injured third parties for
the negligence of a servant. These tests have been roundly criticized
as ill-fitting the purposes of labor law.
As new forms of work arrangements have proliferated in
recent years, this poor fit is even more pronounced. Some types
of contemporary work were unimaginable at the time our original
definitions were developed. Crowd work, an online form of cognitive
piecework, is one example.
We are also seeing new variations on older arrangements,
such as occupationally required volunteering. Volunteers include
not only the folks making cookies for the PTA bake sale. Today, they
also include those required to volunteer in some fashion to enter or
remain in an occupation.
Before we go too far into the job of defining and sorting new
work into our existing regulatory labyrinth, let us step back and
consider the underlying values of labor law, as well as the purposes
of specific regulations. Such values and purposes need to inform any
such taxonomical projects.
Noting the challenges presented by the shifting "tectonic
plates of the world of productive relations,"i Brian Langille and Guy
Davidov aptly frame the problem: "Revolutionary developments in

1

Brian A. Langille & Guy Davidov, Beyond Employee and Independent Contractors:
A View From Canada,21 COMP. LAB. L. & POL'Y J. 7, 8 (1999).
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information technologies, new methods of organizing productive
activity and competitive pressures of globalization . . . have

conspired to create new modes of laboring" that shake our traditional
understanding of labor law. 2 Answers to questions of employment
status and labor law coverage now "depend upon an earlier starting
point than we traditionally utilize when engaging the employee/
independent contractor distinction."3 That earlier starting point is
an examination of "why we have labor law - that is, what it is for in
the first place." 4
Noah Zatz asks: "In a world of shifting organizational forms
and imperfect enforcement ... [w] hich workers receive the benefit or

protection, and how are they identified?" 5 To these questions, I add
my own: Who is a worker? What kind of work raises the concerns
that labor law is meant to address? How do we address these issues
in a way that speaks to the myriad of new ways of laboring, for today
and whatever may be around the corner?
Some commentators and courts have taken a "purposive"
approach to determining coverage of labor laws, one that sensibly
focuses on regulatory purpose-the "mischief to be corrected and the
end to be attained"6 -and would develop definitions in that context.
A purposive orientation can help answer the questions posed above.
But before we examine the purpose of a particular statute, let us
remember the values of labor law more generally. I suggest that we
first look at those broader values to decide whether a worker belongs
in the protective realm of labor law-and then move to examine the
specific regulatory purpose at issue. This method widens potential
application of some workplace laws, yet still limits those admitted
into the labor law domain to those in economically dependent
relationships that give rise to the mischief at which workplace
regulation is aimed. My aim here is not to define and classify for
regulatory purposes all emergent forms of work. Rather, I propose
some definitions and some taxonomical guideposts to inform the

2
3
4
5

Id.
Id. at 9.
Id.
Noah D. Zatz, Working Beyond the Reach or Grasp of Employment Law, in

THE

GLOVES-OFF ECONOMY: WORKPLACE STANDARDS AT THE BOTTOM OF

31, 56 (Annette Bernhardt et al. eds., 2008).
NLRB v. Hearst Publ'ns, Inc., 322 U.S. 111, 124 (1944).
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process. I look at crowd work and volunteerism merely to illustrate
this discussion, which concerns labor law more generally.
Part I reviews the most commonly used methods of
distinguishing an employee from an independent contractor. Part II
discusses crowd work and some recent developments in volunteerism,
both of which raise new questions and bring urgency to some older
ones. Part III lays out some examples of, and concerns regarding,
a purposive approach to labor law coverage. Part IV proposes a
boundaried purposive approach to guide the discussion of labor law
coverage, one that first looks at broader purposes of labor law to
decide whether a worker belongs in the protective realm of labor law,
and then moves to examine the specific regulatory purpose at issue.
My focus is on U.S. labor law. At the same time, there is much
to learn from scholarship outside our borders, and indeed I borrow
from many such commentators. (For simplicity, I refer to labor and
employment law collectively as "labor law." 7 )
I.

Employee or Independent Contractor? Traditional Binary
Approach

Employment status is a threshold question in labor law, as
most workplace regulations cover employees, but not independent
contractors.8 Yet, U.S. statutes typically lack a definition of "employee,"
or include one that is of little use. The National Labor Relations
Act (NLRA), for example, says that "the term 'employee' shall
include any employee

.... "'

The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)

defines "employee" as "any individual employed by an employer;" an
"employer" is any person "acting directly or indirectly in the interest
of an employer in relation to an employee." 0

7

8

9
10

"Labor law" in the United States usually refers to that which governs the
relationship between employers and collective bargaining units. "Employment
law" typically refers to the statutory and common law that governs the
relationship between an employer and its individual employees.
There are exceptions: 42 U.S.C. 5 1981, which prohibits race discrimination
in the making of contracts, is not limited to employment. See, e.g., Brown v.
J. Kaz, Inc., 581 F.3d 175, 181 (3d Cir. 2009) (holding that an independent
contractor may bring aclaim under 42 U.S.C. 5 1981). On the other hand, even
some employees do not enjoy protection of all labor laws. See, e.g., 29 U.S.C.
5 152(3) (2006) (expressly excluding supervisors from the NLRA).
29 U.S.C. 5 152(3) (2006).
29 U.S.C. 5 203 (2006).
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Such legislative neglect has left the job of defining statutory
coverage largely in the courts, which have used a variety of
inelegant methods to define "employee" in different contexts. And
as contemporary working arrangements become increasingly more
varied, classifying them has become even more difficult. Because of
the different methods, it is possible for a worker to be classified as
an employee for one purpose, and an independent contractor for
another."
The dominant test has been the common law "control" test,
followed by the economic realities test, trailed by a variety of lesserused tests.12 The tests typically consist of multiple factors, with no
single factor being decisive.
The common law "control" test looks at the degree of control
the hiring party exercises over a worker; the more indicia of control,
the more likely the worker will be defined as an employee.13 The
test was developed under agency law to determine whether a master
was liable for the actions of his servant, the master ordinarily being
responsible for the actions of a servant but not those of an independent
contractor. The test was essentially designed to address the issue of
a master's liability to an injured third party.'4 As such, the master's
direct physical control over the servant's work became the focus of
the inquiry.1

11

12

13

14

15

See, e.g., Seattle Opera v. NLRB, 292 F.3d 757 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (finding
performers and stage personnel were employees, in spite of tax treatment as
independent contractors); Volling v. Antioch Rescue Squad, No. 1 1C04920,
2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 170064, at *19 (N.D. Ill. Dec. 2, 2013) ("Title VII
and the [Illinois Human Rights Act] are distinct statutes that serve different
purposes and define the relationship between employees and employers
differently.").
See, e.g., Matthew T. Bodie, Participationas a Theory of Employment, 89 NOTRE
DAME L. REV. 661, 675 (2013) ("The 'control' test is the dominant standard
for employment, both nationally and internationally.").
See Richard R. Carlson, Variationson a Theme ofEmployment: LaborLaw Regulationof
Alternative Worker Relations, 37 S. TEX. L. REV. 661, 673-74 (1996) (discussing
indicia of control).
Richard R. Carlson, Why the Law Still Can't Tell An Employee When It Sees One and
How It Ought to Stop Trying, 22 BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. 295, 305 (2001)
("Originally the 'control test' primarily served one purpose: to explain one
person's liability for another's negligence."). For discussion of pre-industrial
origins of worker classification and master-servant relationships, see id.; see also
LisaJ. Bernt, Tailoringa Consent Inquiry to Fit IndividualEmployment Contracts, 63
SYRACUSE L. REV. 31, 41 (2012).
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) AGENCY 5 220 (1958).
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The control test has been articulated in various ways, but the
list of factors in the Restatement Second of Agency, sec. 220, has
provided a template: 'A servant is a person employed to perform
services in the affairs of another and who with respect to the physical
conduct in the performance of the services is subject to the other's
control or right to control."16 The Restatement provides a ten-factor
test to determine whether the potential employer exercises sufficient
control:
(a) the extent of control which, by the agreement, the master may exercise over the details of the work; (b) whether
or not the one employed is engaged in a distinct occupation or business; (c) the kind of occupation, with reference
to whether, in the locality, the work is usually done under
the direction of the employer or by a specialist without
supervision; (d) the skill required in the particular occupation; (e) whether the employer or the workman supplies
the instrumentalities, tools, and the place of work for the
person doing the work; (f) the length of time for which the
person is employed; (g) the method of payment, whether
by the time or by the job; (h) whether or not the work is
a part of the regular business of the employer; (i) whether
or not the parties believe they are creating the relation of
master and servant; and (j) whether the principal is or is
not in business. 7
Some variant of the common law control test has been used
in cases brought under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
(Title VII), Americans with Disabilities Act, Uniformed Services
Employment and Reemployment Rights Act, Employee Retirement
Income Security Act, the NLRA, and others, including many state
employment laws.'" The Supreme Court has made the common

16
17

18

Id. 5 220(1).
Id. The Restatement (Third) of Agency changes "servant" to "employee," but
the doctrines remain relatively the same. See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF
AGENCY 5 7.07(3)(a) (2006) ("[A]n employee is an agent whose principal
controls or has the right to control the manner and means of the agent's
performance of work.") (emphasis added); see also Bodie, supra note 12, at 677
n.81.
Mitchell H. Rubinstein, Employees, Employers, and Quasi-Employers:An Analysis
of Employees and Employers Who Operate in the BorderlandBetween an Employer-andEmployee Relationship, 14 U. PA.J. Bus. L. 605, 619 (2012).
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law test the default test for federal statutes that do not provide an
alternative definition or further explanation.' 9
The primary alternative to the control test has been the
"economic realities" test, a more inclusive test that looks not only at
the extent to which the hiring party controls the worker, but also at
how dependent the worker is on the hiring party.20 There have been
various iterations of the economic realities test. One version is the list
of factors that the Department of Labor considers when determining
employment status under the FLSA:
(1) the extent to which the services rendered are an integral part of the principal's business; (2) the permanence of
the relationship; (3) the amount of the alleged contractor's
investment in facilities and equipment; (4) the nature and
degree of control by the principal; (5) the alleged contractor's opportunities for profit and loss; (6) the amount of
initiative, judgment, or foresight in open market competition with others required for the success of the claimed
independent contractor; and (7) the degree of independent
business organization and operation.2 '
The history of the economic realities test is worth a closer look
here, as the case law that gave rise to this test illustrates a purposive
approach to determining coverage under some labor legislation.
The Supreme Court laid the groundwork for the economic
realities test in the 1944 case of NLRB v. HearstPublications,Inc. 2 2 The
NLRA, a New Deal statute enacted in 1935 to protect the rights

19
20
21

22

Bodie, supra note 12, at 677.
Id. at 684 (stating that the economic realities test is the "primary alternative
to the control test").
Fact Sheet #13: Employment Relationship Under the FairLabor StandardsAct (FLSA),
U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR, http://www.dol.gov/whd/regs/compliance/whdfsl3.
htm (last visited May 4, 2014).
NLRB v. Hearst Publ'ns, Inc., 322 U.S. 111, 124 (1944); Mitchell H. Rubinstein,
Our Nation'sForgottenWorkers: The Unprotected Volunteers, 9 U. PA. J. LAB. & EMP.
L. 147, 163 (2006) ("[T]he Court [in Hearst] recognized early in its labor law
jurisprudence that economic relationships were important to determining
whether or not someone was an employee, laying the ground work for what
later became the 'economic realities' test."). The test used in Hearst has also
been referred to as the "primary purpose" test. See Mitchell H. Rubinstein, Our
Nation'sForgotten Workers: The UnprotectedVolunteers, 9 U. PA. J. LAB. & EMP. L.
147, 163 (2006).
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of employees to engage in collective bargaining and other forms of
concerted action, by its terms covers only employees. 2 3 The issue
in Hearst was whether the workers who sold newspapers on the
streets were employees or independent contractors of the newspaper
publisher.24 The Court decided that, while the traditional common
law control test was suitable for common law tort actions, it was
inappropriate for the purpose of the NLRA, which was enacted
to address the problem of unequal bargaining power.2 5 The Court
said that the word "employee" derives meaning from the context of
the statute, which "must be read in the light of the mischief to be
corrected and the end to be attained." 2 6 Further, the Court stated:
[I]t cannot be irrelevant that the particular workers in these
cases are subject, as a matter of economic fact, to the evils
the statute was designed to eradicate and that the remedies it affords are appropriate for preventing them or curing
their harmful effects in the special situation ... [When] the
economic facts of the relation make it more nearly one of
employment than of independent business enterprise with
respect to the ends sought to be accomplished by the legislation, those characteristics may outweigh technical legal
classification for purposes unrelated to the statute's objectives and bring the relation within its protections.2 7
The Hearst court looked at the "special purpose at hand" and
concluded that the term "employee" under the NLRA "must be
understood with reference to the purpose of the Act and the facts
involved in the economic relationship [;] 'Where all the conditions
of the relation require protection, protection ought to be given. '28
Three years after Hearst was decided, the Court in United
States v. Silk, a case decided under the Social Security Act, used what
would become known as the multi-factor economic realities test. 29
The factors considered in Silk included not only the employer's
control over the worker, but the worker's opportunities for profit or
23

29 U.S.C. SS 151-169 (2006).

24
25
26
27
28

Hearst, 322 U.S. at 113.
Id. at 124-29.
Id. at 124 (citations omitted).
Id. at 127-28 (citations omitted).
Id. at 126-27, 129 (citations omitted).

29

331 U.S. 704 (1947).
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loss, investment in the facilities, permanence of relation, and skill
required for the job.30 On the same day the Court decided Silk, the
Court decided Rutherford Food Corp. v. McComb, 31 using an expansive
definition of "employee" under the FLSA, a 1938 statute that set
minimum wage and overtime requirements for covered employees. 3 2
Later, in Bartelsv. Birmingham,33 another case under the Social Security
Act, the Court used the multi-factor analysis used in Silk, emphasizing
the economic reality of a worker's dependence and the purpose of
the Social Security Act.3 4
Soon thereafter, Congress amended the NLRA to explicitly
exclude independent contractors and to state that "employee" shall
have its "ordinary meaning," which generally has been interpreted to
require some variant of the common law control test. 35 Congress also
amended the Social Security Act to provide that the term employee
would not include "any individual who, under the usual common-law
rules applicable in determining the employer-employee relationship,
has the status of an independent contractor ... ."36 But Congress did
not amend the FLSA to overrule the Court's expansive definition of
"employee" used in Rutherford Food, and the economic realities test
remains in use to determine employment status under the FLSA.3 7

30

Id. at 716.

31

331 U.S. 722 (1947).

32

29 U.S.C. SS 201-219 (2006); see also Carlson,supra note 13, at 668-69 ("[The
Court's ruling in Rutherford Food] depended primarily on the FLSA's unique
definition of 'employ' and was not expressly based on an economic realities
approach. Nevertheless, many lower courts subsequently made the economic
realities test part of their analysis of the employee/independent contractor
problem under the FLSA.").
332 U.S. 126 (1947).
Id. at 130 ("Obviously control is characteristically associated with the employeremployee relationship but in the application of social legislation employees are
those who as a matter of economic reality are dependent upon the business to
which they render service.").
29 U.S.C. 5 152(3) (2006); Allied Chem. & Alkali Workers of Am., Local Union
No. 1 v. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 404 U.S. 157, 167-68 (1971) (discussing
statutory amendment and Congressional intent); see also Rubinstein, supra
note 18, at 619 (noting current use of control test used in the NLRA). But also
note the recent use of "entrepreneurial opportunities" test under the NLRA.
Rubinstein, supra note 18, at 619-22.
Social Security Act of 1948, ch. 468, S 2(a), 62 Stat. 438 (1948).
Fact Sheet #13: Employment Relationship Under the FairLabor StandardsAct (FLSA),
U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR, http://www.dol.gov/whd/regs/compliance/whdfsl3.
htm (last visited May 4, 2014); Bodie, supra note 12, at 685.

33
34

35

36
37
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Courts also use the economic realities test in cases brought under
other statutes, such as the Family and Medical Leave Act."8
There have been some lesser-used alternatives to these two
tests. Some courts have used a hybrid of the common law control
test and the economic realities test in cases brought under federal
discrimination laws.3 9 There has also been case law under the NLRA
using what has been dubbed the "entrepreneurial opportunities" test,
which looks to whether the worker has an opportunity to operate an
independent business. 40 Additionally, state courts may use still other
tests in determining employment status under state laws.4 '
Many commentators have noted that the various tests are
not all that different. 42 A principal factor in these tests is often still
control over the details of the work, what Marc Linder refers to as
"traditional looking-over-the-shoulder physical control."43 And while
other factors, such as those reflecting the scope of the hiring and the
economic dependence, might be considered in some tests, the hiring
party's control over the manner of work is still typically a significant,
perhaps the most important, factor.44
Critics have faulted the various tests as anachronistic,
unpredictable, and easily manipulated, creating incentives to de

38
39

40
41

42

43

44

Bodie, supra note 12, at 685.
Stephen F. Befort, Revisiting the Black Hole of Workplace Regulation: A Historical
and ComparativePerspective of Contingent Work, 24 BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L.
153, 167 (2003).
See Bodie, supra note 12, at 688-89.
See, e.g., Marc Linder, Dependent and Independent Contractorsin Recent U.S. Labor
Law: An Ambiguous Dichotomy Rooted in Simulated Statutory Purposelessness, 21
COMP. LAB. L. & POL'YJ. 187, 217 n.144 (1999) (noting, e.g., use of "ABC
test" for unemployment benefits cases).
See Rubinstein, supra note 22, at 169 n.114 ("[S]everal academic commentators
have argued that there is little difference between the various employment
status tests.").
Marc Linder, Towards UniversalWorker Coverage Under the National LaborRelations
Act: Making Room for UncontrolledEmployees, Dependent Contractors,andEmployeeLike Persons, 66 U. DET. L. REV. 555, 601 (1989).
Befort, supra note 39, at 172-73 ("The economic realities test, like the common
law standard, consists of a multi-factor formula in which the right to control
the manner of work is a significant factor."); Carlson, supra note 14, at 344
("[C]ourts have frequently looked to other factors beyond control to expand
their search for evidence of employee status. Unfortunately, any of the
additional factors courts have listed as evidence of employee status are, in
reality, additional aspects of control, or they present the same problems as
the control factor.").
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facto deregulate by avoiding coverage. 45 The tests have also been
criticized for being an ill fit for the remedial goals of the respective
statutes; i.e., they do not address the mischief that labor laws are
intended to correct.4 6 Traditional notions of measuring "control,"
especially, have been the target of such criticism. 47 Stephen Befort,
for example, describes the common law control test and its variants
as being "inconsistent with the fundamental objectives of modern
labor and employment legislation," which is rooted in the premise
that "individual workers lack the bargaining power in the labor
market necessary to protect their own interests and to obtain socially
acceptable terms of employment."4 The common law control test,
"fashioned in the nineteenth century for the purpose of determining
the reach of respondeat superior tort liability, is blind to this goal. By
focusing solely on the right to control, the test denies the benefits
of protective social legislation to many workers who labor under
subordinate economic circumstances."4 9 Nancy Dowd has argued
that the policies underlying discrimination laws, in particular, are
fundamentally different from those underlying the common law test
and that the right to control the physical conduct of employees is
irrelevant to the concerns that gave rise to discrimination laws.50
Using the common law control test for Title VII is thus "simply
inappropriate. At its worst, the practice erects yet another barrier

45

46
47

48
49
50

See, e.g., Carlson,supra note 14, at 340 ("[T]he degree and nature of employer
control is hopelessly elusive."); Bodie, supra note 12, at 682-83, (noting that
"[c]ourts and commentators continue to bemoan [the control test's] inability
to deliver clear answers"); Linder, supra note 41, at 188 (describing the
common law test as an "eighteenth- and nineteenth-century judicial doctrine
determining the scope of liability of coach owners for the injuries inflicted
by horse owners' drivers on third parties"); Befort, supra note 39, at 16769 (characterizing the common law control test as unpredictable, subject
to manipulation, and blind to purposes of modern labor and employment
legislation).
See, e.g., Linder, supra note 41, at 227.
See, e.g., id. at 227 ("Simulated statutory purposelessness enables employers
and judges to manipulate the appearances of control, to deprive run-of-themill unskilled workers [of protection.]"); Bodie, supra note 12, at 683-84
(discussing concerns that idea of control is not proper proxy for concept of
employment, either because it is too expansive or anachronistic).
Befort, supra note 39, at 168 (quoting Clyde W. Summers, Labor Law as the
Century Turns: A Changingof the Guard, 67 NEB. L. REV. 7, 7 (1988)).
Id.
Nancy E. Dowd, The Test of Employee Status: Economic Relations and Title VII, 26
WM. & MARY L. REV. 75, 101 (1984).
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to equal employment opportunity."5 ' The rigid use of the common
law control test, Dowd writes, "unduly denies the protection of Title
VII to workers who are dependent on employers by virtue of the
employer's control of the employment marketplace or of the terms
and conditions of employment." 5 2
II.

New Ways of Working: Misfits for Traditional Notions of
Employment

Existing tests utilized to define employment have often proved
a poor fit for purposes of labor law. The increase in newer forms of
work makes that incompatibility even more pronounced.
In recent decades, increasing numbers of individuals are
working in what have been described as nonstandard, contingent,
or precarious relationships, often in ways unimaginable when
definitions and regulatory schemes were written. 5 The trend seems
to be moving, Richard Carlson notes, "toward greater complexity
and variation, driven partly by the temptation to capitalize on the
fog that obscures the essence of many working relationships. Our
employment statutes, however, rarely accept the challenge posed by
this problem."5 4
Linder describes how manipulating the labels results in loss
of protection for vulnerable workers: "[E]mployers are relentlessly
labeling 'independent contractors' workers as humble as those who
clear stables of manure. Pseudo-purposeless approaches facilitate
and are, in turn, reinforced by the accelerating trend toward pseudo-

51
52
53

54

Id. at 102.
Id.
See Befort, supra note 39, at 158 ("The 'contingent workforce' is acatch-phrase
that encompasses a diverse group of non-core workers who provide work other
than on a long-term, full-time basis. While no universally-accepted definition
of contingent work exists, it is clear that this amorphous group is steadily
increasing in size."); Katherine V.W. Stone & Harry Arthurs, The Transformation ofEmployment Regimes: A Worldwide Challenge, in RETHINKING WORKPLACE
REGULATION: BEYOND THE STANDARD CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT 1, 1
(Katherine V.W. Stone & Harry Arthurs eds., 2013) ("Around the world, workers are embattled, labor markets are in disarray, and labor laws are in flux ...
[Work] relationships have become increasingly unstable in most industrialized countries and this instability is undermining the regulatory regimes that
organized and governed labor markets and employment relationships for much
of the twentieth century.").
Carlson, supranote 14, at 298.
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self-employment. The result is massive deregulation of the labor
market."55 These practices "then set off a race to the bottom of their
industry as competitors are forced to follow suit lest their profits
are unduly diminished by their abiding by the law." 56 Befort calls the
result a "regulatory 'black hole.'" 57
Some forms of "virtual" or online work, such as crowd work,
are testing the limits of our current definitions. At the same time,
there seems to be an increase in volunteer work that is required
to enter, or remain, in an occupation, such that these volunteers
resemble employees in some respects. Crowd work and volunteerism
might seem dissimilar, but they both force us to reconsider the way
we identify which workers receive the benefit of labor law protection.
A.

Crowd Work5

Crowd work has been defined as "the act of taking a job
traditionally performed by a designated agent (usually an employee)
and outsourcing it to an undefined, generally large, group of people
in the form of an open call."5 9 Alek Felstiner describes these new
platforms for online work that "allow firms to connect with enormous
numbers of prospective laborers and to distribute tasks to an
55
56
57
58

59

Linder, supra note 41, at 188.
Id.
Befort, supra note 39, at 165.
The following brief descriptions of crowd work (also known as crowdsourcing)
are presented here not as any definitive report on the subject, but merely to
illustrate some features that present new challenges to how we regulate work.
Alek Felstiner, Working the Crowd: Employment and LaborLaw in the Crowdsourcing
Industry, 32 BERKELEYJ. EMP. & LAB. L. 143, 145 (2011) (internal quotation
marks omitted); see also Aniket Kittur et al., The Future of Crowd Work, in
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 2013 CONFERENCE ON COMPUTER SUPPORTED

1301, 1303 (Ass'n for Computing Mach. ed., 2013),
available
at
http://hci.stanford.edu/publications/2013/CrowdWork/
futureofcrowdwork-cscw2013.pdf ("Current crowd work typically consists of
small, independent, and homogenous tasks ... Workers are paired with an
instance of each task to produce an output. Such simple, small-scale work has
engendered low-pay, piece rate reward structures, in part due to the perception
that workers are homogenous and unskilled."). Some of the more popular
crowd work platforms include "general-purpose marketplaces ... as well as
markets for specific expertise . . . While these platforms are intended for
legitimate tasks, these and other platforms are sometimes appropriated for
illegal or nefarious purposes ...
Kittur, supra, at 1302.
COOPERATIVE WORK
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amorphous collection of individuals, all sitting in front of computer
screens."6 0 Online labor markets allow workers from around the
world to sell their labor to a global pool of buyers. The creators of
these markets act as labor market intermediaries in what has become
something of a global virtual hiring hall for piecework. Crowd work
is still so new that its definitions, contours, theoretical models,
economic theory and design are still evolving. 61 Felstiner writes that
"[t] he structure of these contracts, and the obligations they entail,
remain quite murky." 62
Firms using crowd workers enjoy the advantages of scalability
and on-demand labor at a relatively low cost. 63 Such firms "do not
need to provide facilities and support for a workforce, nor do they
need to pay overhead fees to an outside contractor." 64 Because the
relationship "tends to be fleeting and largely anonymous," crowd work
typically requires little or no need to hire supervisors or personnel

managers. 65
Crowd workers have been described as "a diverse and
multifaceted population with a range of motives and experiences." 6 6
Crowd workers choose when and where to work, how long to spend,
and what work to perform. Indeed, "[a] 11 you need to get started is
a computer and a reasonably fast internet connection." 67 But that
flexibility comes at a cost: "Crowd workers tend to receive extremely
low pay for their cognitive piecework, on the order of pennies per
task. They usually earn no benefits and enjoy no job security, and in
fact the vendors may seek to prevent them from doing sO."168
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) is one example of crowd
work, and is probably the largest crowd work platform on the web. 69

60
61

Felstiner, supra note 59, at 145.
See John J. Horton & Lydia B. Chilton, Labor Economics of Paid Crowdsourcing,
in PROCEEDINGS OF THE 11TH ACM CONFERENCE ON ELECTRONIC

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

COMMERCE 209, 216 (Ass'n for Computing Mach. ed., 2010), available at
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1807376 ("Crowdsourcing is still a new
development, and many open questions remain.").
Felstiner, supra note 59, at 171.
Id. at 151-52.
Id. at 152.
Id. at 151-53.
Kittur, supra note 59, at 1310.
Felstiner, supra note 59, at 154.
Id. at 155-56.
Id. at 161. Amazon Mechanical Turk is named after an eighteenth-century
mechanical device that appeared to beat humans at the game of chess (a
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"Individuals or companies formulate and post tasks for the vast
crowd of Turkers/Workers on the Mechanical Turk website."70 These
micro-tasks are typically simple and repetitive, and "may include
tagging photos, comparing two products, or determining if a website
is suitable for a general audience. The Turkers are able to browse
among the listed tasks and complete them, then receive payment in
the form of credits from Amazon.com." 7 Miriam Cherry describes
the asymmetrical nature of this arrangement: "Requesters have many
rights on the Mechanical Turk website; Turkers, on the other hand,
have far fewer. Requesters may set hiring criteria and they may accept
or reject the work product, which has an effect on a Turkers's online
reputation and ability to compete for work in the future." 72 According
to recent studies, many Turkers report that they relied on the money
they make from AMT work to survive, but as Felstiner notes "the low
rate of pay makes closing income gaps with AMT an uphill battle. The
average [T]urker spends eight hours per week doing HITs, earning
$1.25 per hour . . . ."7
Online activity often blurs the line between work and leisure.
Cherry describes some of this activity as "playbor," a gray area,
occupying the space between work and play:74 "[Olne of the more
challenging questions is how to classify many of the activities that
occur in virtual worlds-are these activities work or leisure?"7

70
71
72
73

74

75

chessmaster was hidden inside). Miriam A. Cherry, A Taxonomy of Virtual Work,
45 GA. L. REV. 951, 967 (2011).
Cherry, supra note 69, at 967.
Id.
Id. at 968.
Felstiner, supra note 59, at 167 (HITs standing for "Human Intelligence
Tasks"); see also M. Six Silberman et al., Ethics and Tactics of Professional
Crowdwork, XRDS, Winter 2010, at 40, available at http://xrds.acm.org/
article.cfm?aid= 1869100 ("The Mechanical Turk labor pool hosts a growing
international population earning less than $10,000 per year, some of whom
rely on Turking income to make basic ends meet.").
Miriam A. Cherry, Working for (Virtually) Minimum Wage: Applying the FairLabor
StandardsAct in Cyberspace, 60 ALA. L. REV. 1077, 1096 (2009) [hereinafter
Cherry, Working for (Virtually) Minimum Wage]; Miriam A. Cherry, Cyber
Commodification, 72 MD. L. REV. 381, 407 (2013) [hereinafter Cherry, Cyber
Commodification].
Cherry, Working for (Virtually) Minimum Wage, supra note 74, at 1098. Cherry
describes some activity as "gamification," the introduction of elements of
fun or game-playing into everyday tasks or through simulations. Miriam A.
Cherry, The GamificationofWork, 40 HOFSTRA L. REV. 851, 852 (2012) ("[T]
he idea that people could be working while they play a video game-in some
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Some virtual workers are paid to "harvest virtual treasures" for
more affluent online gamers who "want to advance quickly within the
game and, tired of the repetitive tasks necessary to build a high-level
character, would prefer to pay others to do the work." 7 6 Markets have
developed around such activity, as "virtual worlds have real-moneyconvertible economies that include as their basis a value on time that
people spend in the world."77 Some playborers "may be users who
are performing this work for fun or out of altruistic motivations, and
have no expectation of payment. Others are attempting to eke out a
living through this type of work."7
Felstiner describes in-game work as having many forms:
"Some of the work performed inside gaming environments resembles
bartering. For example, one gamer might agree to perform some task
on another's behalf, in exchange for access to some virtual asset or
benefit."79 But sometimes, these arrangements become more formal
and begin to look like a contract for services. Such arrangements
might develop further, into a longer-term relationship that has at
least some hallmarks of traditional employment. 0
Cherry identifies some of the challenges that virtual work
poses for the law:
It is often difficult to analyze change when it is unfolding and one is living through it. Much of our current body
of contract law doctrine traces its origins to the rise of
mass production and expansion of factory labor 300 years
ago. The changes in information technology and commerce that are now taking place are equally as complex and
dramatic as the innovations during the original Industrial Revolution. Accompanying advances in communication
and information technology is a dramatic expansion of
online trade and commerce.'

76
77
78
79

80
81

instances without even knowing that they are working-is becoming part of
our reality.").
Cherry, Cyber Commodification, supra note 74, at 412-13.
Cherry, Workingfor (Virtually) Minimum Wage, supra note 74, at 1096-97.
Id. at 1096.
Alek Felstiner, Sweatshop or Paper Route?: Child Labor Laws and In-Game Work,
in PROCEEDINGS OF CROWDCONF *1, *1 (2010), available at http://www.
crowdconf201 0.com/images/finalpapers/felstiner.pdf.
Id.
Cherry, Cyber Commodification, supra note 74, at 387-88.
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Cherry submits that while such virtual work might be new, it
"presents many of the same enduring problems that workers' rights
advocates have struggled with over the years." 8 2 Crowd workers, for
example, might risk nonpayment for their work; they often bear
the cost of errors made by requesters; and they must be vigilant
to stay safe and protect their privacy, as some requests are scams.13
Given the lack of a shared physical workspace, one might think that
unlawful discrimination would not be an issue for online work. Some
commentators suggest, however, that online workplaces might be
more prone to discrimination and bullying because of costumes,
cloaking, anonymity, escapism, and lower boundaries.14 Natasha
Martin, for example, posits that the "mechanics of online identity and
the social and behavioral dynamics of virtual engagement produce
a new locus for bias to flourish."81 Cherry writes that "the potential
for sexual harassment, as well as other types of harassment, abound
in virtual work. Part of this may be due to the anonymous nature of
cyberspace, the fact that some worlds are loosely monitored, if at all,
and the idea that the Internet is a relaxed area where the formal rules
of social interaction do not typically apply."8 6
Cherry notes that some types of virtual work have been
called "virtual sweatshops." 7 She has written on why virtual workers
might need protection of labor laws, such as discrimination, workers'
compensation, whistleblowing, unionizing, privacy at work, and wage
and hour laws."
Felstiner writes that workplace law is "currently unequipped
to decide rights and obligations in many online work scenarios.""

82
83

84

85
86
87
88
89

Id. at 410.
See generally Silberman, supra note 73 (describing potential hazards for AMT
workers); see also Kittur, supra note 59, at 1304 ("The worker's power is ...
limited: requesters do not make a long-term commitment to the worker, and
endure few penalties if they renege on their agreement to pay for quality
work.").
See, e.g., Natasha T Martin, Diversity and the Virtual Workplace: PerformanceIdentity
and Shifting Boundariesof Workplace Engagement, 16 LEWIS & CLARK L. REv. 605,
630 (2012); Cherry, Cyber Commodification, supra note 74, at 398-402.
Martin, supra note 84, at 605.
Cherry, supra note 69, at 979.
Cherry, Cyber Commodification, supra note 74, at 410.
See generally Cherry, supra note 69; see also Cherry, Workingfor (Virtually) Minimum
Wage, supra note 74.
Alek Felstiner, Grapplingwith Online Work, 56 ST. Louis U. LJ. 209, 209 (2011)
[hereinafter Felstiner, Grapplingwith Online Work]; see also Felstiner, supra note
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Crowd workers "do not enjoy true legal protection on the job, and
the cyberspace in which they work remains essentially unregulated
for employment and labor law purposes."9 0 Felstiner observes:
Though crowdsourcing has been called "the biggest
paradigm shift in innovation since the Industrial Revolution," the already-maturing market for crowd labor remains
almost entirely unregulated. Or, to be more accurate, judicial authorities have yet to apply existing employment and
labor laws, and regulatory authorities have taken no action
to adapt those laws to crowd labor. Such delay should not
surprise us, given the law's generally slow reaction time
and the likelihood that regulators have a limited awareness
of the crowdsourcing industry.9 '
If and how crowd work might be subject to labor laws remains to
be seen.
B.

Volunteers

At the same time we are grappling with these new forms
of work, more attention is rightly being paid to some existing
arrangements that have evolved in ways that should concern labor
law.9 2 Mitchell Rubinstein has written, for example, on the potential
for abuse and exploitation of volunteers. Such scrutiny is especially
timely now that volunteering has often become a gateway to paid
work.93 Volunteers include not only the folks making cookies for the

90

91
92
93

59, at 197 ("If [crowd workers] fail to fit the legal definition of 'statutory
employee,' it is not because they fall squarely into some other bracket. Our
gap-ridden and outdated legal regime simply does not accommodate new labor
models very well.").
Felstiner, supra note 59, at 156 ("[C]rowd workers also encounter problems
with information asymmetry, deception, and privacy."); Kittur, supra note 59,
at 1302 ("We may see echoes of past labor abuses in globally distributed
crowd work: extremely low pay for labor, with marketplaces such as Amazon's
Mechanical Turk reported to effectively pay an average of $2/hour with no
benefits or worker protections.").
Felstiner, supra note 59, at 145 (noting lack of case law on topic).
See, e.g., Rubinstein, supra note 22, at 163 (discussing the potential of abuse
of volunteers).
See id. at 149 ("In some industries, an internship has become a 'virtual
requirement in the scramble to get a foot in the door."').
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PTA bake sale or helping at the local blood drive. Today, they also
include those required to "volunteer" in some fashion to enter or
remain in an occupation.
Many states, for example, have for some time required pro
bono work to maintain a law license.94 New York now requires an
applicant for that state's bar to have performed 50 hours of qualifying
pro bono service before applying for admission to practice.95 Such pro
bono work does not necessarily require working for free, as some
paying positions may meet the requirement (for example, where such
work is funded by a grant).96 Many aspiring attorneys, however, will
presumably take unpaid jobs to meet their pro bono requirements,
especially in a tight job market of scarce paying jobs that qualify.
Such pro bono volunteer work would be considered
"employment" by the National Conference of Bar Examiners (NCBE) .9
The NCBE Request for Preparation of a Character Report requires
applicants to list their law-related employment, which includes
volunteer work and internships, whether paid or unpaid.98 The
applicant must further disclose whether he has ever been terminated
from such "employment," and explain the circumstances of that
termination."9
For New York bar applicants, a pro bono worker will need
the "hiring" organization to certify the hours worked as part of the
admission application process, 0 0 and might also depend on the
organization to provide a job reference to secure paid employment.
This type of dependence puts significant power in the hands
of such organizations-power that might exceed that of many

94

95

96

97

98
99
100

See State-by-State Pro Bono Service Rules, AMERICAN BAR AsSOCIATION, http://
www.americanbar.org/groups/probonopublicservice/policy/stateethics
rules.html (last updated Jan. 30, 2012).
NY COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 22, S 520.16 (2014); see also New York State
BarAdmission:Pro Bono RequirementFAQs, NEWYORK STATE UNIFIED COURT
SYSTEM, https://www.nycourts.gov/attorneys/probono/FAQsBarAdmission.
pdf (last updated Feb. 10, 2014) [hereinafter NY Pro Bono Requirement FAQs].
See NYPro Bono RequirementFAQs, supra note 95 (answers to questions 16, 25-26:
receipt of grant, stipend, or salary will not disqualify otherwise eligible pro
bono service).
See Request for Preparationof a CharacterReport, NATIONAL CONFERENCE
OF BAR EXAMINERS 1, http://www.ncbex.org/assets/media files/CandF/
StandardNCBE.pdf (last updated March 20, 2014) (sample application).
Id. at 6.
Id. at 8.
Tit. 22, S 520.16(f).
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traditional employers-making such livelihood-dependent volunteers
particularly vulnerable to at least some kinds of abuses, such as
discrimination or sexual harassment. Yet, these unpaid volunteers
are left largely unprotected by labor laws.
Rubinstein describes the current status of volunteers under
labor law. He classifies volunteers into two categories:
The ordinary or pure volunteer is someone who receives nothing in return from the organization he or she is serving. The
other type of volunteer is what I will term a 'volunteer plus.'
A volunteer plus may have his or her expenses reimbursed
and may receive some types of minor benefits such as death
or disability insurance or even a small stipend. The legal
status of the volunteer very much depends upon the category into which the volunteer falls.' 0 '
"Pure" volunteers typically have not been protected by
labor laws. Rubinstein notes the Supreme Court "has recognized
that ordinary or pure volunteers are not subject to the FLSA and
presumably our nation's other labor and employment laws." 10 2
(Discussed below is a recent counter-example-a federal district court
case deciding that unpaid volunteers might indeed be "employees"
under Title VII and Illinois state law. 103) Rubinstein writes of the
conflicting opinions issued with respect to the "volunteer plus:"
"Usually, when volunteers receive something extra, such as a stipend
or benefits, they are more likely to be found to be employees-but
this is not always the case. Their employment status depends upon
the type of benefits they receive and which type of test the court will
utilize to determine employee status." 10 4
The distinction that is currently drawn between the pure
volunteer and the volunteer plus does not address the possible
exploitation of those volunteers who are working for no monetary
compensation but who depend on those jobs to enter, or remain in,
their occupations.

101
102
103
104

Rubinstein, supra note 22, at 153 (emphasis added).
Id. at 154.
See discussion infra Part IV.C.2.
Rubinstein, supra note 22, at 182.
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III.

Some Purposive Approaches to Labor Law Protections

Some commentators and courts have taken a purposive
approach to determining coverage of labor laws, by looking to
regulatory purpose to develop definitions under the particular law.
Langille and Davidov recount the "basic rule in statutory
interpretation .

.

. that the meaning of words be determined with

regard to the context and purpose in which and for which they are
used." 0 5 "Classically put, the distinction between employees and
independent contractors ultimately rests in the context of each specific
legislation on the 'mischief' at which the legislation is aimed."106
Henry Perritt submits that "[w] hether it would be a good idea
to treat certain independent contractors as employees depends upon
the purpose for which they would be treated as employees." 07 The
result might be different under different laws; it might make sense
to treat independent contractors as employees under the NLRA for
purposes of organization and representation for collective bargaining,
or under discrimination laws, but not for purposes of minimum wage
and maximum hour standards or for occupational safety and health
standards. 0
Linder reminds us that these "mischief-purpose principle [s] "109
are hardly novel, as judges have been using them as canons of

105
106

Langille & Davidov, supra note 1, at 17-18 (authors describe Canadian
experience).
Id. at 18. Davidov suggests that we "look more directly at the factual situation
(specific vulnerabilities) that labour laws are designed to address. Then we
can try to ensure that our labour laws are indeed covering the workers within
this factual situation." Guy Davidov, Re-MatchingLabourLaws with TheirPurpose,
in THE IDEA OF LABOUR LAW 179, 181 (Guy Davidov & Brian Langille eds.,
2011). Bruno Caruso describes a strategy that he says is "favored by the
majority of academics," which "proceeds on the assumption that all contracts
in which a person is in some sense employed require protection adequate to
the circumstances of the situation." Bruno Caruso, "The Employment Contract
is Dead! Hurrahfor the Work Contract!" A European Perspective, in RETHINKING
WORKPLACE REGULATION:
EMPLOYMENT

BEYOND

THE STANDARD

CONTRACT

OF

95, 105 (Katherine V.W. Stone & Harry Arthurs eds., 2013).

107

Henry H. Perritt,Jr., Should Some Independent ContractorsBe Redefined as "Employees"
UnderLaborLaw?, 33 VILL. L. REV. 989, 1020 (1988).

108
109

Id.
Linder, supra note 41, at 193. Linder sees "the root problem with U.S. labor
law defining covered employees [as] the purported denial of socioeconomic
purpose." Id. at 187.
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statutory construction for centuries.110 He quotes the 400-yearold, but still relevant, Heydon's Case: "The office of all the Judges is
always to make such construction as shall suppress the mischief, and
advance the remedy, and to suppress subtle inventions and evasions
for continuance of the mischief . .. according to the true intent of

the maker of the Act, pro bono publico."111
Some contemporary courts have taken a purposive direction
in defining coverage under labor laws. In Robinson v. Shell Oil Co., the
Supreme Court looked at the primary purpose of Title VII in deciding
that the statute's anti-retaliation provision applied to former employees
who were given a negative post-employment reference.11 2 The Court
agreed with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) that excluding former employees from the anti-retaliation
provisions in Title VII "would undermine the effectiveness of Title
VII by allowing the threat of post[-] employment retaliation to deter
victims of discrimination from complaining to the EEOC, and would
provide a perverse incentive for employers to fire employees who
might bring Title VII claims."" 3 The EEOC's position was consistent
with a "primary purpose of antiretaliation provisions: Maintaining
unfettered access to statutory remedial mechanisms .

.

. [I] t would

be destructive of this purpose of the antiretaliation provision for
an employer to be able to retaliate with impunity against an entire
class of acts under Title VII - for example, complaints regarding
discriminatory termination.""'
Discussing the statutory definition of employee under the
FLSA, Judge Easterbrook, in Secretary ofLabor v. Lauritzen, detailed the
problems of applying to migrant farmers the factors that comprise
common law and economic realities tests.115 In his concurrence, he
calls for an abandonment of "these unfocused 'factors,"' in favor of
an inquiry into the purposes and functions of the statute." 6
The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals in Sibley MemorialHospital
v. Wilson looked at the statutory purpose of Title VII to decide that
a plaintiff who was not a direct employee of the defendant was still
110
111
112
113
114
115
116

Id. at 193.
Heydon's Case, (1584) 76 Eng. Rep. 637 (K.B.) 638; see also Linder, supra note
41, at 193.
519 U.S. 337, 346 (1997).
Id.
Id.
835 F.2d 1529, 1539-45 (7th Cir. 1987) (Easterbrook, J., concurring).
Id. at 1543.
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covered under that statute." 7 Verne Wilson, a male nurse, had been
referred to care for a female patient in the defendant hospital."'
He alleged that the hospital refused to allow him into its facility to
care for her, and he sued the hospital alleging sex discrimination.119
The hospital argued that, since no direct employment relationship
between itself and Wilson was ever contemplated by either of them,
it was not an employer under Title VII with respect to Wilson.120 The
court rejected the hospital's argument, emphasizing the purpose of
Title VII to achieve equality of employment opportunities:
To permit a covered employer to exploit circumstances
peculiarly affording it the capability of discriminatorily
interfering with an individual's employment opportunities with another employer, while it could not do so with
respect to employment in its own service, would be to condone continued use of the very criteria for employment that
Congress has prohibited.121
The court in Sibley looked past the absence of a direct employment
relationship and concluded that the purpose of the statute would be
undermined if the hospital were permitted to discriminatorily erect
barriers to Wilson's job opportunities.
As discussed below, there is also recent case law that uses a
purposive approach to find that some volunteers might be covered
as employees under discrimination laws.12 2 And though Congress
rejected the Supreme Court's definitions of employment in Hearst
and Silk, discussed above, the language in those cases illustrates a
purposive approach; i.e., the definition of employee should be read
"in light of the mischief to be corrected and the end to be attained."12 3
A purposive approach tends to shift the emphasis away from
what Linder calls "traditional looking-over-the-shoulder physical
control"12 4 toward indicia of economic dependence. "The point is not
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124

488 F.2d 1338 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
Id. at 1339.
Id. at 1339-40.
Id. at 1340-41 (noting that hospital was a "covered employer" under Title VII,
but not the plaintiff's direct employer).
Id. at 1341.
See discussion infra Part IV.C.2.
NLRB v. Hearst Publ'ns, Inc., 322 U.S. 111, 124 (1944).
Linder, supra note 43, at 601.
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that control is entirely irrelevant, but that as an exclusive coverage
criterion it prevents millions of workers from negotiating with
employers who do not look over their shoulders issuing commands,
yet nevertheless determine their working conditions."' 25
Such a purposive orientation might lead in some scenarios
to disregarding employment status altogether. Since "independent
contractors frequently resemble employees in ways that make them
equally in need of protection,"' 2 6 Carlson asks why employment
status matters at all.12 7 He would focus on the purpose of a law
and intended effect, and "provide for its application irrespective of
traditional distinctions of status, and without the need for identifying
a particular employment relationship. "128
Indeed, there are precedents for some protection for workers
who are not employees. For example, 42 U.S.C. § 1981 prohibits
race discrimination in the making of contracts, and is not limited to

employment.12 9
I have also called for disregarding employment status in some
cases brought under the common law tort of wrongful discharge in
violation of public policy.130 Courts recognizing such a claim tend to
do so when an employer discharges an employee in retaliation for
refusing to violate the law, reporting unlawful conduct, or performing
some civic duty. 31 That cause of action traditionally has been limited
to employees, even when the public policy at issue suggests wider
coverage.
Suppose, for example, that an employee, Jane the Accountant,
is fired for refusing to commit perjury in a fraud prosecution against
her employer. Most courts would allow Jane to bring a common law
claim of wrongful termination in violation of public policy-the policy
found in the law against perjury. But what if Jane the Accountant is

125
126
127
128
129

130

131

Linder, supra note 41, at 198. Linder refers to "the economic reality of
dependence." Id. at 201.
Carlson, supranote 14, at 300.
Id. at 299.
Id. at 300.
42 U.S.C. 5 1981 (2006); see Carlson,supra note 13, at 683 (noting that "other
statutes appear to extend protection to 'workers' or other broad classes of
persons without regard to the employee or independent contractor distinction").
Lisa J. Bernt, Wrongful Discharge of Independent Contractors:A Source-Derivative
Approach to Deciding Who May Bring a Claimfor Violation ofPublic Policy, 19 YALE
L. & POL'Y REV. 39, 46 (2000).
Id. at 50.
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an independent contractor and the company threatens to terminate
its relationship with her if she testifies truthfully? Traditionally, Jane,
because she is not an employee, would not be allowed to bring such
a claim. Such a distinction here makes little sense, and thwarts the
purpose of the underlying policy of preventing perjury.
To decide wrongful discharge cases for violation of public
policy based only on employment status is to lose sight of the purpose
of allowing such a claim-protecting the public's interests. The
better way is to look at the source of the public policy in a particular
case to determine whether its purpose is to protect employees, as
such, or whether its purpose is one that transcends the employment
relationship.
Some have expressed apprehension about such purposive
approaches. Perritt is concerned that it might be too inclusive: "An
extremely simple way to broaden the scope of labor and employment
law is to define 'employee' to include anyone who performs services
for another. No one would be excluded because he is an 'independent
contractor."1 32 But Perritt wonders whether labor law can protect
independent contractors "without sweeping up a variety of purely
commercial relations."133 Matthew Bodie sees this as an "abandonment
of any common notion of employment. If certain regimes are based
on the notion of 'employee' to determine the extent of coverage, then
arguably the concept of employment is part of the overall system of
regulation. The purpose-oriented approach seeks to deny, to a greater
or lesser extent, the theoretical basis for this commonality." 34
Manfred Weiss is concerned that "[e]xtending the scope of
the full amount of labour law application on economically dependent
self-employed might lead to de-legitimacy of labour law." 3 Weiss
writes:
The changes of the employment reality ... force labour law
to be adapted to the new employment reality. But labour
law is not to be misunderstood as a tool to compensate the
position of the weaker party everywhere. There are different
subsystems in society for which legal progress has devel-

132
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134
135

Perritt, supra note 107, at 1023.
Id. at 1020.
Bodie, supra note 12, at 691.
Manfred Weiss, Re-InventingLabourLaw?,in THE
(Guy Davidov & Brian Langille eds., 2011).
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oped specific instruments which are shaped according to
the needs within the respective subsystem, be it family law,
consumer protection law or whatever. This progress is not
to be reversed but has to be adapted to changes of reality.
For labour law this means that is has to respond to the new
realities in the area of employment in its broadest sense but
not to expand in overarching categories for all the miseries
of the world. Then it would lose it function.136
Rather, it might be preferable initially to "establish basic
principles which govern such economically dependent self-employed
as well as employees. This then would allow the elaboration of tailormade protective schemes, taking full account of the specific situation
of this group.""7
Davidov suggests that we first examine the broader ideas
of labor law and then attend to "concrete results that society finds
unacceptable." 13 8 That is, start from the "grand project" and then shift
to specific pieces of legislation. 3 9
Heeding such cautions, I suggest a purposive approach that
first looks at broader purposes of labor law to decide whether a
worker belongs in the protective realm (or subsystem, to use Weiss's
term) of labor law-and then move to examine the specific regulatory
purpose at issue. To the extent that factors might be useful, then the
articulation and relative weight of each factor need to address the
mischief at hand. They also need to reflect an understanding of the
work relationships under review.
IV. A Boundaried Purposive Approach
A.

Labor Law's Values

Let us return to the question: why do we have labor law? I
am not sure we can all agree that labor law has a single "normative

136
137
138
139

Id. at 49.
Id. at 48.
Davidov, supra note 106, at 180.
Id. at 180-81 ("[E]ach piece of legislation has its own purposes, which
correspond with the general values that labour laws are aimed to protect and
promote, or with the vulnerabilities that characterize employment relations
in general.").
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fixed star."1 40 (If there is such a star, there seems to be no consensus
on what or where it is.) And I recognize that there is an ongoing
discussion and debate about the contours and theories of the field.' 4
But there is a constellation of commonly articulated themes and
principles of modern labor law. I will work within this constellation.
The employment relationship is typically one between a bearer
of power and one who is not a bearer of power, and labor law acts as
a restraint on that power.142 Harry Arthurs writes that whatever its
substantive content, labor law "is designed to protect 'workers."" 4 3
Langille and Davidov elaborate on this "common idea" of labor law:
[A] s far as most labor and employment law regulations are
concerned, there seems to be one common idea that sheds
light on them all-the protection of workers .

.

. There are,

of course, specific goals to specific regulations and these
should also be taken into account. But the basic purpose of
protecting workers that are in need of and are entitled to
certain forms of protection vis-a-vis their employers unites
them all. 144
Underlying labor law is a protective reflex. Langille writes:
When human bodies encounter the wheels of commerce
some precautions are in order ... Our ideas of exploitation,

subordination, dependence, and so on are fundamental
140
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to our understandings here. The normative engine of our
rallying cry is fuelled by the reality of the labour market
position of most workers. And the logic of labour law so
fuelled is, again, the idea of a set of constraints on otherwise available market power.145

B.

Identifying Workers Who Receive Benefits of Labor
Law Protection

Mindful of these values, let us return to Zatz's questions:
"Which workers receive the benefit or protection of labor law, and
how are they identified?"1 4 6 "It is not enough to say that all workers
deserve certain protections or to focus only on what those protections
should be. We need to understand exactly what makes someone
a 'worker' and why that matters, exactly how and by whom that
protection should be provided ... ." 147
Labor law currently leaves out some work relationships that
present the kind of mischief the law is meant to address. For example,
the livelihood-dependent volunteers discussed above will typically
be left out of labor law's protection if they do not receive some kind
of pecuniary benefit from the "hiring" organization. And the crowd
worker that does not measure up under our existing tests will also
fall through the regulatory cracks. Still, there are legitimate concerns
about defining "worker" too broadly here, so as to make the definition
useless.
I propose the following definitions to address these gaps,
without sweeping up all manner of commercial transactions. A
"worker" is a person who exerts effort for (an)other person(s) for
compensation or reward.'14 "Compensation or reward" includes
earnings, wages, job opportunities, and occupational access. Such
a broad definition of "compensation or reward" is consistent with
concerns expressed by courts and legislatures in various contexts
regarding a worker's dependence on a firm for occupational access

145
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Langille, supranote 142, at 106.
Zatz, supra note 5, at 56.
Id. at 58.
I have borrowed and modified some of this terminology language from foreign
definitions of a "dependent contractor." See discussion supranotes 135-36.
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(discussed more fully below). A "labor user" or "firm" is the person
or entity for whom the worker exerts such effort.
The next question is: does this work(er) belong in the
protective realm of labor law? Otherwise put, does this arrangement
have the potential for the mischief that labor law is meant to address?
Is this the kind of dependent relationship that starts that "normative
engine" to which Langille refers? Does it hit that protective nerve?
If the answer is yes, we next consider the purpose of a particular
regulation to determine coverage under the same.
I am not suggesting that all for whom the answer is yes should
be covered by all labor laws. Rather, this is an interim step toward a
more focused purposive analysis for a given regulation. This initial
inquiry regarding labor law's broader purposes is meant to set some
boundaries, albeit wide ones, around a purposive approach. (If the
answer is no, then such activity might still be regulated outside labor
law. For example, "traditional" volunteers of the bake-sale variety
might still be covered by laws prohibiting discrimination in public
accommodations. 149)
Finding the right tools to determine when such dependency
exists is challenging,150 and the result might not be any more elegant
than our current methods. But let us at least move the discussion in
a direction that is more consistent with the goals and values of labor
law. To the extent we consider notions of control at this stage, the
emphasis should be less on physical control of the work and workplace
and more on power and control over the terms and conditions of the
relationship and the worker's livelihood. Or as Davidov puts it, "[0]
ne should look beyond the terms of the contract and focus on whether,
in reality, the putative worker was in a position of dependency on
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Rubinstein, supra note 22, at 183.
See Guy Davidov, Who is a Worker?, 34 INDUS. L.J. 57, 67 (2005) (discussing
the challenge of finding the right "tools for the task of determining when such
dependency exists," in context of labor law in United Kingdom). Outside the
United States, measures of economic dependence have taken a more prominent
role in determining who enjoys coverage of at least some labor protections.
Some countries (e.g., Germany and most Canadian provinces) now include
some intermediate categories of workers that are covered for at least some laws,
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and independent contractors. These 'dependent contractors' technically are not
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as deserving of some employee-like legal protections by virtue of working in
positions of economic dependence." Befort, supranote 39, at 173.
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the relationship with the specific employer, thus being in need of
protection."15
Workers depend on firms for more than just wages. We also
need to look at the firm's power to control the worker's livelihood,
job opportunities, and occupational access. Legislatures and courts
have recognized the need for this type of dependency inquiry, even
outside a direct employment relationship. Legislation protecting
apprenticeships, for example, is aimed at promoting job opportunities,
recognizing the importance of apprenticeship work as a gateway to
an occupation. Apprenticeships are regulated under federal labor
law at least in part to "safeguard the welfare of apprentices" and
"promote apprenticeship opportunity."1 52 And federal statutes prevent
discrimination in apprenticeship programs.153
Similar concern for mischief-making in occupational access
has also been evident in case law such as Sibley. Recall that in Sibley,
the court decided that Mr. Wilson was entitled to Title VII protection
even though the defendant was not his direct employer because the
defendant controlled his access to job opportunities; i.e., the defendanthospital was not paying him, but it had the power to inhibit his ability
to earn his living by shutting off his opportunity to work for others. 5 4
Mr. Wilson was thus dependent on the hospital, in that the hospital
had the power to control his ability to engage in his occupation. Other
cases have similarly interpreted discrimination law in work scenarios
outside a direct employment relationship where third parties, such
as licensing bodies and professional associations, control access to
employment opportunities or entry into a profession.155
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Davidov, supra note 150, at 70. Davidov argues that "dependency, in itself,
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See EEOC Compliance Manual, EEOC, http://www.eeoc.gov/policy/docs/
threshold.html (last updated Aug. 6, 2009).
Sibley Mem'l Hosp. v. Wilson, 488 F.2d 1338, 1341 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
See Dowd, supra note 50, at 104-05; see also Cynthia Estlund, Labor Law Reform
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POL'Y 383, 398 (2013) (discussing workforce mobility as a source of power:
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C.

A Purposive Analysis for Particular Regulations

Once we have decided that a worker belongs in the labor
law sphere, we can look at the purpose of a particular regulation to
determine coverage. This next step requires a more thorough review
of a particular regulation's purpose and the work relationship at issue.
I am not going to review all regulations and make recommendations
as to which types of work might fit where in the labor law tapestry.
Such particularized analyses are beyond the scope of this Article, or
probably any one paper. But I do offer the following taxonomical
notes and guideposts with regard to crowd work and volunteers.
1.

Crowd Work

The descriptions above suggest that at least some forms of
crowd work give rise to the kind of dependency and power dynamics
that labor law is meant to address.156
A separate inquiry is whether a particular variant of crowd
work might be covered by a specific regulation (or perhaps whether
it warrants new or amended regulation). Such work must be viewed
in light of the purposes of the specific statutes. For example, consider
a worker completing micro-tasks from her home. Coverage analysis
might differ under discrimination laws as opposed to health and safety
laws. The potential for discrimination, as discussed above, might still
be real in this scenario. Whether workplace safety laws were meant
to reach into a micro-worker's own home is another question, and
requires a different inquiry.
Some forms of virtual activity, such as "playbor," raise the
additional question of whether an activity is really work, versus
leisure. Yet, one's enjoyment of an activity cannot be determinative.
As Alain Supiot puts it: "The distinction between work and activity
should not be made by the nature of the action accomplished (the
same mountain walk is a leisure activity for the tourist but work
for the guide accompanying him)."15 7 We certainly do not have
exceptions to labor laws for those who take jobs for reasons other
than money. One who wins the lottery but still reports to work does
not suddenly become exempt from labor law protections. The better
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See discussion supra Part II.A.
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inquiry is whether there is a dependent relationship here that might
warrant labor law scrutiny. In that many are trying to make a living
out of such activity, it appears that many of these arrangements do.'-s
The novelty and variations of virtual work presents additional
complexities. Whether, and how, the various forms of virtual work
might be covered under workplace regulation is best determined not
only by purposive principles, but also with an understanding of the
context of this type of work. As discussed above, our traditional tests
for defining employment have too often proved to be ill-suited for
labor law. Linder has remarked that using the common law control
test, an "eighteenth- and nineteenth-century judicial doctrine
determining the scope of liability of coach owners for the injuries
inflicted by horse owners' drivers on third parties" is "a hell ofa way
to run a twenty-first century railroad."1 9 The advent of virtual work
makes the misfit of the horse-and-buggy doctrine even more glaring.
While I cannot offer a grand new taxonomy of virtual work, others have begun that project and offer useful commentary.160 Felstiner,
for example, describes the unsuitability of traditional "control" factors
to crowd work: "' [C] ontrol' in the context of a virtual work environment may mean something very different from control in a physical
worksite."161 There is no physical supervision, no over-the-shoulder
control here, but there is substantial control over the relationship and
the terms and conditions of work.16 2 He looks at the complication
in applying the NLRA to crowd work; the case law interpreting the
NLRA "relies on the existence of a physical workplace, a bounded
geographic area, or some other form of centralization that allows for
the selection of an appropriate bargaining unit. But online workplaces will not fit easily into the existing mold, making the NLRA even
less relevant to the growing class of workers who perform their labor
in cyberspace."1 63 Felstiner also examines crowd work in the context
of FLSA coverage for crowd work, specifically AMT, using existing
economic realities factors, and the problems of applying those factors. He concludes that "the employment status of [p]roviders for
158
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160
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See Cherry,Working for (Virtually) Minimum Wage, supra note 74, at 1096; see also
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FLSA purposes remains unresolved, partly because some of the factors seem inapposite."1 64
Felstiner offers a "context-driven readjustment of the tests"
used to decide questions of regulatory coverage.16 5 Such an analysis
would look less at physical space, control over details, and duration
of the relationship; instead, the emphasis should be on the terms
of the relationship.16 6 Control means something different in this
context: "Examining the context could lead courts to acknowledge
that in online work, the right to control employees themselves (many
of whom will be anonymous and fleeting) is less important than
the right to control the online environment in which the work is

performed."1 67
2.

Volunteers

As discussed above, labor law has generally left unprotected
"pure" volunteers-those who receive no payment, stipend, or
benefits-even if such volunteers are performing such work as a
means to enter or remain in an occupation.1 68
Instead, I propose that we distinguish volunteers this way:
Traditional volunteers are those whose volunteer work will not affect
their job prospects or livelihoods in any meaningful way. Livelihooddependent volunteers, even if they receive no monetary compensation,
are those whose job opportunities or occupational access depend on
such volunteer work (e.g., pro bono volunteers, described above).
This distinction better recognizes the power dynamics of these
respective situations in a way that is consistent with the purposes
of labor law.
Consider two volunteers: Tom volunteers for the Sunny
Valley Garden Society. He earns no wages, but does receive a small
stipend to cover his expenses. His volunteer work is unrelated to
his occupation. Larry, a new law school graduate, volunteers for the
Gotham Legal Aid Clinic, a non-profit organization. He receives no
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Id. at 178-79; see also Felstiner,Grapplingwith Online Work, supra note 89, at 21011; Felstiner, supra note 59, at 179 (discussing the complications in applying
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financial compensation, benefit, or stipend of any kind for such work.
He needs Gotham to certify his hours on his bar application. He
also needs a reference from his supervisor for his search for paid
employment. I suggest that Larry's situation is a better illustration of
the kind of relationship that labor law is meant to address, yet Tom
is more likely to be covered by labor legislation using the current
approach that distinguishes "pure" volunteers from "volunteers-plus."
Does this mean that livelihood-dependent volunteers should
be covered by all labor laws? Not necessarily. We still need to look
at the specific purpose of individual statutes. There might be valid
policy reasons (e.g., to encourage charitable work and other socially
valuable services) to exclude volunteers from minimum wage laws,
for example. On the other hand, excluding livelihood-dependent
volunteers (paid or not) from protection from discrimination is far
less defensible.
Ideally, legislatures would step up and address some of the
coverage gaps discussed here. Linder is correct that the administration
and enforcement of labor laws "would be significantly enhanced if
legislatures and courts coordinated both purpose and definition.
If legislatures want to constrict rather than expand coverage, they
should be forced to face public scrutiny of such a choice instead of
being permitted to hide their agenda behind judicial semantics."' 6 9
In 2013, for example, Oregon enacted a law explicitly prohibiting
discrimination against unpaid interns.170 Statutory provisions might
similarly be amended to add volunteers to covered persons.
Short of a legislative fix, however, implementing this approach
might be done judicially in some cases. There is room to purposively
interpret coverage of discrimination laws, for example, to include
unpaid volunteers in some scenarios.
The Northern District of Illinois has recently interpreted
Title VII and the Illinois Human Rights Act to protect the unpaid
volunteers in that case. The issue in Volling v. Antioch Rescue Squad
was whether members of a volunteer rescue squad could sue the
relevant service organizations for sexual harassment, discrimination
and retaliation.171 The plaintiffs received training and uniforms, but
no other remuneration.172 While the court in Volling did not sort
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volunteers in the categories that I have, it nevertheless found that
the volunteers were "employees" for purposes of the discrimination
laws. 17
The court in Volling reached that conclusion while applying
the multi-factor control test, but did so in a purposive manner. The
court stated that remuneration is but one factor in the totality of the
circumstances, and said that it would "not draw any bright line
requiring an 'employee' to be salaried or that she receive substantial
pecuniary remuneration."1 7 4 The court noted that the Seventh
Circuit had "squarely rejected the 'tyranny of labels' advocated by
the defendants in brandishing the term 'volunteer' as a shield to ward
off liability under Title VII."175 Instead, the court in Volling looked at
the remedial purposes of the discrimination statutes: "District courts
are required to construe Title VII broadly to prevent and remediate
discrimination in the workplace. The Seventh Circuit has been
explicit both that the definition of 'employee' in Title VII be construed
consistent with the statute's purpose, and that 'employee' should be
given a 'generous construction."1 7 6 The court then cited American
Tobacco Company v. Patterson, in which the Supreme Court stated that
"[t]hrough Title VII Congress sought in the broadest terms to prohibit
and remedy discrimination." 7 7 The court in Volling concluded that
"[a] workplace is not necessarily any different for a non-compensated
volunteer than it is for a compensated 'employee,' and while both
are generally free to quit if they don't like the conditions (at-will
employment being the norm), neither should have to quit to avoid
sexual, racial, or other unlawful discrimination and harassment." 7
The EEOC, which enforces various federal discrimination
laws, takes the position that even uncompensated volunteers may
be covered by those statutes "if the volunteer work is required for
regular employment or regularly leads to regular employment with
the same entity. In such situations, discrimination by the respondent
operates to deny the charging party an employment opportunity."' 79
The EEOC Guidance does not appear to address the situation of
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Larry, who volunteers at Gotham Legal Aid not necessarily aspiring
to regular employment with Gotham, but because he needs the work
to get his law license or to obtain employment elsewhere.
Others have written in depth on the subject of internships;s 0
I add only this brief note on the subject. Internships are training
positions,' 8 ' and can be an important gateway to paid (or better
paid) employment. As such, I would include all internships in the
protective realm of labor law as an initial matter. Coverage under a
particular statute is a separate inquiry. There might be policy reasons
to exclude some interns from minimum wage laws for example, if
they meet certain criteria, such as those at charitable institutions.'8 2
But even interns who might be deemed exempt from wage laws are
still in need of some labor law protection. The dependent nature
of internships-paid or not-makes interns vulnerable to many
types of exploitation to which employees are subject, and might be
similarly situated to the livelihood-dependent volunteers described
herein. And, as noted above, there has been some recent movement
to provide at least job protections, such as discrimination laws, to
interns.
Conclusion
We have been grappling for generations with how to define
"employee." Our existing tests have never been a good fit for the goals
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of labor law; they are even more ill-fitting for the rapidly changing
contemporary workforce. Crowd work and some types of volunteerism are just two examples of emergent forms of labor that force
us to reconsider the way we identify which workers receive the benefit of labor law protection.
As we try to define these arrangements and fit them into our
current regulatory schemes, we need to be mindful of the values of
labor law, the purposes of specific regulation, and the context of the
work at issue. Otherwise, it becomes easy to get bogged down with
inapposite factors and tests, resulting in a purposeless exercise, or
as Langille and Davidov put it, "simply another demonstration of
the truth in Nietzsche's reported admonition that 'the most com1 8 3
mon form of stupidity is forgetting what it is you are trying to do."'
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